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Co-Chairs’ Summary 

Second Preparatory Committee Meeting 

United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development 

7-8 March 2011 

 

Opening Session 

 

The session was chaired by H.E. Dr. John Ashe of Antigua and Barbuda. He advised that 

the Bureau is reaching out to all stakeholders to mobilize political and financial support 

for the preparatory process. In that regard he made an appeal to donors to make further 

contributions to the CSD Trust Fund for the Conference. He stated the process for the 

preparation of the outcome document will be open, transparent, led by delegations, and 

will take on board all stakeholder inputs. It is the intention of the Bureau to share a zero 

draft of the outcome document with delegations in January 2012. He announced that the 

outcome of the 2
nd
 PrepCom will be a Co-chairs’ summary. 

 

Dr. Ashe invited delegations to consider the following questions in the opening session: 

o What will the conference deliver? 

o What will the outcome be? 

o How will UNCSD be different from other sustainable development conferences? 

o What are the major issues and challenges? 

 

Mr. Sha Zukang, the Conference Secretary-General, then spoke to introduce the reports 

prepared by the Secretariat and to provide an update on preparations for Rio+20. He 

introduced the Secretary-General’s Report on the Objectives and Themes of the 

Conference. He highlighted that the green economy needs to be built from the bottom-up 

responding to national development conditions. He noted that many countries are 

pursuing national strategies related to green economy, but not enough is being done. 
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Session 1:  

Securing renewed political commitment for sustainable development, assessing the 

progress to date and the remaining gaps in the implementation of the outcomes of 

the major summits on sustainable development, 

and addressing new and emerging challenges 

 

A number of delegations stressed the importance of renewed political commitment both 

at international and national levels. This can be achieved by strengthening the 

convergence of the 3 pillars of sustainable development aiming at poverty eradication. 

This will result in social equity and economic growth and will be based on sustainable 

management of natural resources and protection of environment.  

 

To guide policy and decision making, some delegations stressed that it is necessary to 

track, monitor, report and improve data regarding sustainable development at the national 

level. At the international level, it is necessary to formulate specific and forward-looking 

programmes of action and promote global sustainable development processes. At the 

same time, these processes need to be inclusive and respect different models of 

sustainable development and leave countries enough space to make their own policies.  

 

It was stated that economic growth is a part of any sustainable development strategy, but 

should be balanced in such a way as to take into consideration the environment, natural 

resources and social equity, addressing poverty and improving the status of women.  

 

Many delegations stated that, despite achievements, still a number of implementation 

gaps as well as challenges persist since the UNCED in 1992 and WSSD in 2002, and a 

number of international commitments have not been met. The current multiple crises, 

particularly food crises, climate change and economic and financial crises, pose serious 

threats to theOUZZG0eP:+WN++GM0gPOWOOGRR0aPjWOZRUG0tP:jWOUGRe
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Session 2: 

 

Green economy in the context of  

sustainable development and poverty eradication  

 

The following context elements
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2) Several delegations mentioned that there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach to a green 

economy. The green economy has to capture differences of scale and scope between 

countries. Green economy policies have to be decided nationally and regionally, 

according to the specific circumstances, needs and capabilities of the countries. 

Flexibility and sufficient policy space are required. Any green economy transition should 

be fully consistent with the sovereign rights of countries over their natural resources, as 

reflected in Principle 2 of the Rio Declaration. 

3) The links between a green economy and the need to address unsustainable 

consumption and production patterns, with developed countries taking the lead, was 

emphasized by several delegations. 

4) Poverty eradication and social well-being should
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subsidies and subsidies to polluting inputs and, more generally, instruments based on the 

polluter-pays principle.  

3) Several delegations proposed the valuing of eco-system services and internalizing of 

environmental externalities as key elements of a green economy, as well as green 

accounting; while some delegations cautioned against further marketisation of nature’s 

services. 

4) Priority sectors mentioned for a green economy included energy access, renewable 

energy, energy efficiency including in buildings and construction, resource efficiency, 

water conservation, forests, land and soil conservation, agriculture and food security, 

ocean ecosystems and ocean acidification, fisheries, sustainable waste management, 

natural resource extraction and restoration of natural assets. 

5) The transition costs of a green economy have to be identified and actively addressed, ,  

including through providing the private sector with disincentives to use “brown’ 

technologies and incentives to use green technologies and to transfer them to developing 

countries, as well as through investment in human capital. 

6) The importance of support from member States for developing countries in terms of 

capacity building was emphasized citing the example of the Global Green Growth 

Institute, which was recently established for disse
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8) The creation of a green economy fund, dedicated to the transfer of clean technologies, 

was proposed. 

9) The possibility of an implementation mechanism has also been mentioned by some 

delegations. 
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Session 3:  
 

Institutional Framework for Sustainable Development 

 

The achievement of an effective and efficient institutional framework for sustainable 

development at all levels is key to the full implementation of Agenda 21, the follow-up to 

the outcomes of the World Summit on Sustainable Development and meeting emerging 

sustainable development challenges. Efforts to strengthen the institutional framework for 

sustainable development should focus on strengthening an architecture that supports 

effective implementation and policy integration of sustainable development at all levels. 

Deliberations on the institutional framework should be guided by chapter 11 of the JPOI, 

building on Agenda 21.  

 

Many delegations expressed the view that reforms to institutional arrangements could be 

based on the existing structure, while enhancing coordination, coherence, and synergies. 

Institutional arrangements should ensure the balance among the 3 pillars of sustainable 

development, promoting mutually supportive mechanisms at the national, regional and 

international levels. Steps taken to strengthen the institutional framework should take into 

account national conditions and priorities, and the global framework should support 

national actions. The view was expressed that the normative and operational aspects of 

the sustainable development agenda should be clearly distinguished. 

 

Many delegations highlighted the means of implementation in relation to the institutional 

framework, including technology transfer and capacity building. The provision of 

adequate and predictable financing was emphasized in order to ensure the effective 

implementation of the United Nations sustainable development agenda. In this regard, 

many delegations underlined the need for new and additional resources. 

 

A group of countries reaffirmed the key role of the UN General Assembly in the 

institutional framework for sustainable development. In considering the social, economic 

and environmental pillars, ECOSOC should promote greater coordination, 

complementarity, effectiveness and efficiency of its functional commissions, programmes 

and other subsidiary bodies that are relevant to the implementation of Agenda 21 and the 

JPOI. It is necessary to renew the effort to strengthen ECOSOC as an effective forum for 

the multilateral discussion of economic and social themes through a sustainable 

development approach, which necessarily includes an environmental perspective. One 

country stated that an in-depth discussion of sustainable development in the Annual 

Ministerial Review (AMR) could serve to reinforce the role of the Council. 

 

Many delegations highlighted that the UG0lP:j+7M0nP:NWNM+7M0sP:NW+j++k0CP:ZWGMjNG0OPUWGjOGOO0SP:GWNN7Z+0OPUWGjOGOO0CP:ZWGMjNG0 P:UWGR++Zj0aPjWOZRUG0sP:NW+j++0 P:UWGR++Zj0aPjWOZRUG0nP:NWNM+7M0 P:UWG+UNO70ePjWOZRUG0fP:+W+RZOG7RUWGR++Zj0rP:+U:UWGRO7RR0RP:R+0nP:NWNMR+N0cPjWOZRUG0lW+7M0iP:jWOUGR+z:NMW+77NzWG+Zj0IPjjWMUMG0nP:NWNM+7M0 P:UWG+UNO70cPjWOZRUG0oP:NWNM+7M0nP:NWNM+7M0sP:NW+jGjG0iP:jNzT0yPNOW7UO0 P:UWGjj++0 P:U70ePjWOZRUG0 gP:NWNM+7M0hP:ePjNM+7M0f P:U70ePjWj++0cPjWOZRUG0uP:NWNM+7M0sP:N?RUG0 P:UWGR++Zj0UG0lP:j+7M0nP:NWNM+7M0sN1NAWOUZZG0hP:NWNMNWNM+7M0nP:NWNM+7M0uP:NWNM+7M0aPjWOZRUG0lP:jWOUZZG0 PjGUWUj(P]TJw:jGZP:NjWOjO0vPctDRZ+0tP:jWO)
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within their mandates, and to enhance coordination with the UN system. Several 

delegations noted that developing countries should 
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Closing Session 

 

The closing session was chaired by H.E. Park In-kook of the Republic of Korea. He 

invited delegations to consider next steps for the process in the coming months and the 
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The Regional Commissions reiterated their readiness
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2012, ensuring that all these meetings are informal informals and, as 

such, are to be accommodated within existing resources. 

 


